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As machine learning improves, scientists are using
techniques like near-infrared spectrometry to develop
accurate robotic material recognition. The figure below[1]

depicts such a context-aware robot. However, material
recognition is highly affected by environmental conditions.

Material recognition systems are highly sensitive to
environmental conditions such as ambient light, distance
between the sensor and the object, and orientation of the
sensor with respect to the object.

A denoising autoencoder (DAE) reconstructs noisy data in a way that reduces noise, allowing AI to 
better recognize patterns. An autoencoder consists of symmetrically arranged layers of processing 
units called nodes. An autoencoder used in this research is depicted below.

A deep denoising autoencoder (DDAE) reconstructs
noisy data in a way that reduces noise, allowing AI to
better recognize patterns. A deep autoencoder
consists of symmetrically arranged layers of
processing units called nodes.

It appears from the data that Model D is the most accurate model,
since Model D has the lowest sum of average loss and average
validation loss. However, because the values are so similar, and
because the control had such high accuracy compared to other
models, further research is necessary.

To better evaluate the conclusion, further research could use more
datapoints, perform more trials per model, or test additional
autoencoder models.
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Figure 1. MagicHand, the robot involved in this research, uses near-
infrared sensing to identify materials and select the best way to lift objects.

Figure 2. Near infrared scans for a single stainless steel object in ten
states illustrate how much environmental conditions affect the sensor.

Figure 3. Four autoencoder models and a control are tested in this
research. Each autoencoder consists of an input layer for the
spectral data, a symmetrically arranged encoder and decoder, a
central bottleneck, and an output layer.

Results
Using Keras for Python[2], each autoencoder model was trained for
250 epochs and tested for material recognition accuracy using 60
spectral scans (50% ideal, 50% noised) across 5 material types
(cardboard, ceramic, plastic, stainless steel, and wood).

Average Loss Average Validation Loss
Control 0.6101 0.7623

Model A 0.6085 0.7676
Model B 0.6128 0.7535
Model C 0.6082 0.7710
Model D 0.6164 0.7485

Figure 4. Average loss and average validation loss are measures of the
inaccuracy involved in an autoencoder model. Model D has the lowest sum of
average loss and average validation loss, and is thus highlighted in green.
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